
You awaken in a cold, dark and dreary room.  You 
know, somehow, that you're in a sanitarium, but you 
don't know why you know, or how you got here.  All 
you want to do is escape.  Dark hallways extend in 
all directions, and the shadows themselves seem 
to swirl and twist menacingly.  Fear and confusion 
grips you, but before you succumb to insanity, a 
memory returns.  Safe things...things that you need...
things that will make you whole, and let you escape.  
They are what you need to find, what you must find...



You may not jump 
between rooms.

Each of your items and events 
is worth one less Sanity.
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The world in my head...
Is not the world at my feet...
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Run away from my problems...
Safe so far away...

Protected Item
Cannot be stolen by other players
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Components

4 Player Tokens 4 Shadows Tokens

9 Hallucinations
Hallucinations will hinder 
your escape effort.  

Four copies of the Confusion 
Hallucination share the same 
back, but are used in setup.

13 Safe Things
These cards tell you which 
items you need to escape!

54 Hallway Cards
The main deck for the 
game.  There are four 
different types of cards.  
They are listed on next 
page.



Once during your turn, 
you may choose to reroll 
any or all dice just 
rolled.
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Tied down all my problems...
But now I can’t move...

item

You may exchange one of 
your Safe Things cards 
with one randomly chosen 
from those not in play.
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I don’t know what to believe...
Everything feels wrong, so wrong...

event

As you travel through the Sanitarium, 
you will collect Items and Events by using 
the Explore action.  There are 13 different 
Items and 5 different Events in the deck, 
and 2 copies of each.  

Items provide you a bonus effect that you 
can use each turn.  Events are used once, 
then lost.  Both provide Sanity, which can 
be used to disbelieve Hallucinations.  

Rooms provide safe haven from Shadows, 
and allow you to move around the Sanitarium 
more easily.  8 Rooms are in the deck.

There are 10 identical Dark Hallway cards, 
each with a Shadow icon.  Shadows spawn 
from these locations, and they make Horror 
Checks more difficult.

Types of Hallway Cards



Setup
There are four Scenario cards.  Before each game of Sanitarium, choose one to use.  For first 
time players, Simple Escape is recommended.  Also choose a start player randomly. 

Note: Four Shadow tokens come with the game.  For the first few times you play, set one aside 
and do not use it at all.  Using the fourth Shadow adds more difficulty.

Each Scenario card has its own additional setup rules, and describes what will happen on 
each turn, conditions required to escape, and the consequences of being caught by Shadows.  

All games use the same basic setup, as follows:
1) Take a Room and a Dark Hallway from the deck.  Place the room in the center, with each 
player token on it.  
2) Each player in turn order places one new card (see next page) from the deck.  Discard and 
re-draw any Room or Dark Hallway cards.  This will start to layout the sprawling hallways of 
the Sanitarium from which you must escape.
3) The start player places the Dark Hallway, and the first Shadow token on it.  
4) Shuffle into the deck any cards discarded in step 2, and perform any additional setup steps 
on the Scenario card.  Each player will receive Safe Things cards, and a Confusion Hallucina-
tion.  Remove unused Confusion cards from the game, and shuffle the Hallucination deck.



Example of how initial setup may look in a 4 player game:



Placing a New Card
Face down Hallway cards form most of the Sanitarium layout.  At many points during the 
game, you will be required to place a new card.  To do so:

1) Draw and look at the top card of the deck, secretly.  If it is a Room or Dark Hallway it will 
be placed face up, otherwise it will be placed face down.
2) Place the card so that it has at least one doorway lining up with a doorway of an existing 
card.  Doorways do not need to line up exactly, they must partially overlap (see diagram).  
You may not place a card such that any part of it is on top of another card.  If you are using 
card sleeves, approximate as best you can.  When in doubt, consider two cards connected.
3) If the card placed was a Dark Hallway, place a Shadow token on it.  If all Shadow tokens are 
already in play, move one there (your choice).  

If the deck is empty, shuffle the discarded Item and Event cards to form a new deck.  If there 
are none, time has run out!  Everyone still inside is trapped, and the game ends.

When placing a new card from an Expand action, it must connect to the space you are in.  

When placing a new card to replace one taken during a Search action, it must be oriented 
exactly like the old card.  If it is a Room or Dark Hallway, place it face up.  



The new card can be added in either of these two positions.  In the example on the left the 
new card does not connect to both, because the right door does not touch at all.  On the 
right all three cards are connected, because the doors partially overlap.  Remember: When in 
doubt, consider a connection to be valid.   



Turn Structure
The Scenario chosen for the game will dictate what you must do on your turn.  There are four 
phases, which will vary slightly for each type of game.

Creeping Darkness: A new card will be added to the Sanitarium, and Shadows may move.

Roll Dice: Three dice are rolled to determine Shadow movement and how many AP (Action 
Points) you will have for the turn.  You will then assign the dice, depending on Scenario rules.

Move Shadows: You will be able to choose some or all Shadows to move.

Actions: Based on the way dice were chosen, you will have some number of AP to spend on 
actions exploring the Sanitarium.  You may mix and match actions in any order.

Actions: Move
Move actions cost 1 AP each. A Move action allows you to move through one pair of con-
nected doorways.  If you are in a Room (not a Dark Hallway!), you may use a Move action to 
jump to any other Room in the Sanitarium.  



Stacey wants to move away from 
the creepy Shadow next to her.  She 
has 5 AP this turn and uses 4 AP 
on move actions (once to move 
from one room to another), and 
plans to spend the fifth to Search 
the card she wound up on.  

Note that the back of each face 
down Hallway card has two spaces 
on it, separated by a door in the 
middle.  



Actions: Search
Search actions cost 1 AP each.  A Search action allows you to peek at the face down hallway 
card you are on.  You may take it, or put it back underneath.  If you take the card, immedi-
ately place a new card where it was.  Item cards you acquire are put face up in front of you, 
while Events are held hidden in your hand until they are used.   If the Item you claimed was 
one of your Safe Things, immediately reveal it.  Your Item is now protected, and you are one 
step closer to escape!

You may only take one Item per turn, but you may use additional Search actions to look at 
other face down cards.  You may take any number of Event cards.

Note: You have a limit of 5 non-protected cards (Items and Events).  You must spend cards for 
Sanity (or use Events for their abilities) when you would claim an additional card.  

 

Actions: Expand
Expand actions cost 2 AP each.  An Expand action allows you to place a new card into the 
Sanitarium, adjacent to your current space.  You must follow the normal rules for placing a 
new card.  If there is no place for you to add an adjacent card, you cannot Expand.



Actions: Concentrate
Taking a Concentrate Action spends your entire AP die -- you cannot spend AP on any other 
actions if Concentrating, but you may use cards like Sneakers.  A Concentrate action gives 
you 2 precious Sanity to use toward escape or getting rid of a Hallucination.  This Sanity does 
not persist from turn to turn.  It must be used, or it is lost.

Free Actions: Items, Events, Disbelieve
During your turn, you may utilize any number of Items and Events in your possession.  Some 
Events can be played on other players’ turns.  Each will state when it is playable.  Using an 
Item does not expend it, you get to keep it and use it again on future turns.  Events are spent 
once used.  Once played, they are discarded to a pile face up beside the deck.  

You may spend Sanity from Items, Events, and possibly a Concentrate action in order to 
disbelieve a Hallucination you have acquired.  Each Hallucination has a Sanity Cost and each 
Item and Action have a Sanity Value.   To disbelieve, you must discard enough Items and 
Events to equal the Sanity Cost for the Hallucination you wish to be rid of.  You are allowed 
to discard a Safe Thing you have acquired, but it is generally unwise.  Discarded Items and 
Actions go to a pile face up beside the deck.  Discarded Hallucinations are removed from the 
game, 



Shadows
Shadows represent the nasty horrible unseen things inside the Sanitarium, lurking around 
the winding pathways.  One Shadow will begin play in the first Dark Hallway, and additional 
Shadows will enter play as more Dark Hallways are placed.  Getting caught by a Shadow will 
force you to flee and make a Horror Check roll. 

Shadows will move during your turn, in different ways depending on the Scenario. Shadow 
movement is always along the shortest path toward the targeted player. Shadows must follow 
the same movement rules as players, but they are not permitted to jump between rooms. If 
there are two equally distant paths from a Shadow to the player, the current player chooses 
which path it follows. If a Shadow catches a player, it does not move any further.

There are two situations in which you are safe from Shadows.  Shadows do not catch you if 
you are in a Room, or the same space as another player.  It’s in bold so you don’t forget!  The 
Shadow may continue moving past you, ignoring you entirely, if applicable.

Disbelieving Shadows
If a Shadow catches you, you may attempt to disbelieve it in order to remove it from play.  
Unfortunately, you fail to do so.  You didn’t think it would be that easy, did you?



Horror Checks
You may be forced to make a Horror Check due to being caught by a Shadow, or due to the 
effects of a card.  Each Horror Check has a difficulty number.  The difficulty for a Horror 
Check after being caught by a Shadow is the number of Shadow icons on the board (1 for 
each Shadow and each Dark Hallway in play).  The difficulty for a Horror Check caused by 
a card will be stated in its game text.  To make a Horror Check, roll two dice.  If the number 
rolled is at least as high as the difficulty, you succeed!  A roll of 2 or less always fails, and a 
roll of 11 or higher always succeeds, regardless of difficulty (Include modifiers).

If you fail a Horror Check, draw a new Hallucination and place it face up in front of you.  If 
you already have two Hallucinations and you would draw a third or if there are no Halluci-
nations left to draw, discard one Item or Event card instead.  If you have no Items or Events, 
nothing happens.

Hallucinations
Hallucinations provide you with negative effects, and may prevent you from escaping.  As 
you might imagine, it is in your best interest to get rid of them!  Remember, once disbelieved, 
Hallucinations are removed from play entirely.  



Escape / Game End
Each Scenario describes the requirements for escaping the Sanitarium.  Escaping does not re-
quire any AP, it is a free action.  The deck is the game clock.  If it is empty and a card needs to 
be drawn, shuffle the discard pile.  If there is no discard pile to be shuffled, the game is over!  
Anyone still inside the Sanitarium succumbs to their madness and is trapped.  

Depending on the Scenario, some, all, or no players might have escaped.  Win conditions are 
on each Scenario card.

Difficulty Levels
If the game is proving too easy or too difficult for your group, there are some simple changes 
you can make to adjust it.  Changing from 3 Shadow tokens available (to 4 or 2) will make the 
hallways more or less dangerous.  The Concentrate action can be altered from 2 Sanity (to 3 
or 1), to make it more or less effectice for escape and disbelieving.  Remember, it’s your game.  
You should have fun with it, the way you want to have fun with it!



FAQ/Clarifications
Do the extra Confusion Hallucination cards get shuffled in with less than 4 players?
 No.  Remove them from the deck during setup if playing with 2 or 3.

What happens if I Search, claim a card, and draw a Dark Hallway to replace it?
 A Shadow will move (or be added) to that card, and immediately catch you.

If I have more than five cards and discard a Backpack, what happens?
 You must immediately spend or discard enough cards to return to the limit of five.

If I use Sneakers, can I take only two, or one free Move actions?
 Yes.  But you don’t get the others later during the turn.

Can I use Drugged to give a player 2 AP instead of 1?
 Yes.  

How does Ghostly Child work with different Scenarios?
 In any Scenario, the text of Ghostly Child overrides the normal Roll Dice phase.

If you have questions, check the BGG forums or email us at AsmadiGames@gmail.com!
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Additional Scenarios may be available in the future!  Check the Sanitarium forums on Board-
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